EMAN2.31 Particle Variability/Heterogeneity Tutorial
Introduction
Many particles in solution have flexible domains, and in some cases the entire structure may be
flexible in solution. Even when it is possible to solve a 3-D structure in such cases, very often large
domains are missing or blurred out. There are techniques for dealing with this as part of 3-D
refinement, but they cannot be used in every situation. Classification methods often rely on having
very little preferred orientation, and having extremely large (>1 million) particle sets.
The method described in this tutorial is not a substitute for 3-D classification or other methods for fully
addressing this problem. This tutorial will teach you to use an interactive tool for qualitatively
exploring the flexibility and dynamics present in your data. It can help you understand the dynamics
before taking the computationally much more expensive steps of solving many 3-D structures. While
it can certainly be used on very large data sets, it is also especially well suited to cases where the
particle populations are somewhat smaller and cases where there are one or more fairly strongly
preferred orientations.
1)

Extract the demo data from the .zip file, 'cd' into the resulting folder, and make sure eman2 is
active (conda activate).
2) Align all of the particles to a single 2-D reference
You will need two things for this analysis, a 2-D reference image, and a stack of particles. If you like,
you can be selective and make a set containing only the particles associated with a single classaverage, or you can simply align all of the particles in your set to a single reference, then use the N
particles that are the most similar to the reference. We will use the second approach in this tutorial. A
2-D reference is also provided for this tutorial.
➡ If you prefer to make your own reference, you can simply follow the first few steps of the single
particle analysis tutorial, which will provide you with a set of reference-free class averages. You
can then use any one of those class averages as an alignment reference. You could also use a
projection of the 3-D map resulting from a 3-D refinement.
➡ If you wish to extract only particles already associated with one or more class-averages, you
can use e2classextract.py from the command line or use the e2evalparticles.py GUI.
To align the particles to the reference:
e2a2d_align.py sets/highc__ctf_flip_lp7.lst aliref.hdf --align rotate_translate_tree:flip=1 --ralign
refine --cmp ccc --threads 5 -v 1
This should take 2-5 minutes to run and assumes you have a 4 core laptop. It will result in a new
folder called m2d_01. This doesn't actually save an aligned copy of the particles, but just a file
containing information about the alignment parameters: m2d_01/particle_parms_01.json
3) Launch e2motion.py
Next we will launch the main GUI for the tutorial. If you run e2a2d_align more than once, the new
runs will produce new iterations within the m2d folder. You could also trigger the generation of new
m2d_ folders if you like. Assuming you ran the program only once:
e2motion.py --path m2d_01 --iter 1

When you first launch the program, you should see something like this:
The big red squares may be some other random color. As soon as we have images, these will be
replaced. This program remains a usable work in progress, so many aspects of the GUI haven't been
fine-tuned yet.

4) Select the number of particles to use for the analysis
We will be progressing through the GUI in order. Start in section 1 by dragging the slider to pick how
many particles to include in the analysis. The more particles you include the more orientation
variability you will include, in addition to any conformational variability that might exist. In the tutorial
data set, try starting with ~500, then press "Make Avg". You can change this number and regenerate
the average as many times as you like to see how it impacts the average.
5) Select the region to use for optional realignment of the particles.
In region 2, you can draw with the mouse to specify a portion of the average to use in realigning the
particles. The alignment we start with is an overall alignment of the entire particle to the entire
reference. If you wish to hold one portion of the particle fixed, you can focus the alignment on that
region.
For the moment, we will skip this part, and use the default alignment. The process for specifying the
region to align to is the same as the process we will use next for specifying the region to use for
classification. You can return to this step later to play with varying the alignment. Just note that after
specifying a region you must press either the Realign or the Rerefine button to complete the new

alignment, and this may take a couple of minutes to complete. If you Realign, note that Iter will be
incremented, as this button has a similar effect to running e2a2d_align.py.
6) Select the region to use for classification
In box 4 you should now see a copy of the average of all of the selected aligned particles. We now
need to identify one region within this average within which we will search for motion. Use the left
mouse button to 'erase' the region you wish to use for classification. You can middle-click to bring up
the control panel if you wish to adjust the pen size. If you make a mistake there is unfortunately no
undo in this primitive interface, and you will need to press Reset and start from scratch.
When you are done, you might have something like:

Then press the arrow (marked 5 above). This will show you the region the program will focus the
classification on. Blur can be used to soften the edge of the region.
7) Perform the classification
In the region marked 5, you can select a number of classes and other parameters. Start with
something like 10-20 classes and 8 basis vectors, then press Compute.
After a few seconds you should see something like:

in the Classes section of the display.
8) Scroll through the class-averages
hold down the up and/or down arrows to scroll rapidly through the class averages. Alternatively,
middle-click on the class-average, and you can use the N: slider in the control panel for the same

purpose. You should be able to observe variability in the region you selected. You can now repeat the
process for different regions and/or with different alignments.
9) Optionally look at the particles in a particular class
If you have a sufficiently current version of EMAN2, you can also press the down-arrow button below
the class-average to see the aligned individual particles associated with the currently displayed classaverage. This can help you better understand the level of self-consistency among the particles in the
class.
10) Optionally return to step 5 for focused alignment
That's the end. Despite its simplicity, this technique can be used to identify some surprisingly
complicated conformational changes present in your particle data.
It is, of course, also possible to take this analysis too far, and identify variations in the data which are
really just noise. If the changes you observe seem like a rigid body motion of a portion of the particle,
it is likely those variations may be real. However, if you observe what seems like random pattern
changes and density rearrangements within the selected region, it is likely that those changes are
due to noise variability rather than conformational changes in the particles.

